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Would you rather be a stereotypically beautiful class-A moron or a Nobel Prize winner with a gimp

arm?   Your best friend's significant other hits on you -- and not in a cute, in-front-of-your-best-friend

sort of way. What to do? Blow them off? Flirt back? Play it cool, then fill your friend in?   Would you

rather marry the love of your life and have no friends, or never marry and have friends for life?  

Whether you're hanging out with your besties or getting closer to your crush, these five hundred

questions are sure to spark convos, truths, laughs, and buried secrets. Start from the front, the

back, or flip to any page to find out who you -- and your friends -- really are.
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Do you ever feel as if you don't truly know someone? Do you want a good conversation starter? Or

are you just looking for some way to pass the time with a bunch of friends? Go Ahead, Ask Me is

the answer all of the above, a book packed with 500 questions, ranging from silly and superficial to

funny to thought provoking that is sure to elicit plenty of laughs and some surprising answers.I

recently brought this book with me to a sleepover with three of my close friends and we spent nearly

the entire evening with it, opening it at random places or paging through from the beginning,

bouncing questions off of each other. Not only did it keep us entertained for hours (literally), it

sparked conversations that we wouldn't have had otherwise. There are a lot of hilarious questions

that were fun to answer, there were a few questions about sex that we skipped, and some serious

ones that we took some time to think about it. It was an enjoyable night, and we were all a bit sad

when we found more questions we'd already answered than not. The general consensus: this book



is coming to the lunch table once school starts!

I ordered this book because my teenager wanted it for Christmas. I ordered it, and it had lots of

questions teens might want to answer about themselves. But then there were vulgar questions

about s*x positions, etc. It wasn't worth it for me to pay return shipping. I wouldn't give this to

anyone, even an adult.
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